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Russell Investments Master Trust – Annual Member Meeting 2020 

Broadcast: Tuesday 10th November 2020 

Answers to all member questions received prior to and during the event (excluding questions of a personal 

nature, in which instances we have contacted the member directly). 

Q1. Russell recently imposed higher fees of 0.57% for the Balanced Opportunities Option - why?  

A1. As part of our recent fee review, we bore two things in mind. Firstly, we wanted the fees to be competitive 
and secondly to accurately reflect the cost of running each investment option. Following this review, your 
Board agreed a decrease in investment fees for 10 investment options, and an increase for 3 options. Balanced 
Opportunities (renamed to Balance Growth from 1 October) was one of the 3 increases - and moved from 
0.57% to 0.64%, and increase of 0.07%. This particular option has a higher exposure to unlisted assets – such as 
roads, airports, shopping centres. These assets provide great diversification and relatively stable long-term 
returns. However they do require more resources to research and manage and, hence the slight increase in the 
investment fee for this option.   

Q2. How do Russell fees compare with other Superannuation funds ? 

A2. We have recently undertaken a review of the fund’s fees, including the administration and investment fees. 
For the administration fees we were pleased to announce a range of fee reductions, meaning that many 
members are now paying nearly 50% less in standard administration fees. And in reviewing the investment fees 
we have agreed a decrease in fees across 10 investment options, and an increase for only three options.  

The fees for our fund are a little higher than average, but your Board believes we are delivering value for 
money based on the innovative and comprehensive services we provide, including the ones showcased during 
the meeting. It’s also worth noting that our fee position is also partially a result of our investments and 
investment approach as some of the cheaper funds are ‘passive’ in nature, and none have the investment 
approach of GoalTracker.  

We have invested extensively in the fund to provide you with award winning, and in most cases no additional 
cost services such as GoalTracker, mobile apps, phone-based personal advice, Retirement Consultant service 
and so much more. It’s important when looking at comparing fees across funds that you also consider the 
services on offer, and that the ones important to you now and into the future are available.   

Q3. In your Aug 2020 communication to members you informed members of changes to Insurance fee due to 
legislative changes. Could you please provide more insights that justify the cost increases in the insurance 
covers as seen.  

A3. Not every member saw an increase in their insurance premiums, which was detailed in the August 
communications so please check what has applied to you.  
Having said that, we have seen increases in insurance premiums across the industry due to a couple of factors, 
including the impact of COVID. Insurers have been worried about what the impacts of COVID will be, including 
the indirect factors of mental health etc. The second impact has been recent government changes, where they 
have restricted insurance for younger people, those with smaller super balances, and for inactive accounts 
(with no recent contributions). Insurance has been 'switched off' for those accounts and insurers have been 
receiving less premiums as a result, without necessarily seeing less claims. The ratio of premiums to claims has 
changed, and insurers have needed to increase premium rates. 
The key message is that if insurance is important to you, you should understand that your insurance could be 
'turned off' for a variety of reasons, but you have the ability to choose to retain your insurance via our website.  
We work with a number of insurers and review our insurance arrangements regularly to make sure that the 
premiums are fair and competitive with what's out there in the market. 

Q4. How do you see the fee structure changing over the coming years? 

A4. We have no immediate plans for changes to our fee structures. However, we will continue to work on 
ensuring that we deliver superannuation in the most cost effective manner and that our fees deliver value for 
money relative to other superannuation funds.  
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Q5. What response will / are RIMT considering in the event of further reduction to the cash rate by RBA, as 
any retirement / investment account with a cash basis will be negatively impact at or below value of 0% 
when accounted on a yearly basis. 
Q6. Cash investment return going to be extreme low or even negative? 

A5-6. Cash rates will remain low for the foreseeable future. It is also possible that rates could become negative, 
noting that similar rates in other countries are already negative and have been for a number of months now, 
including some prior to COVID. Indeed, in Australia just after the RBA’s announcement to cut interest rates to 
0.1% the money markets briefly registered negative rates.  
The role we see for cash options and the role of cash within diversified options is for stability and safety. We 
don't expect to see levels of return at all, but rather to provide security and the defensive component of the 
diversified options.  
If members are looking for return going forward then options other than cash need to be considered.  

Q7. Risk/return strategy in these high debt low interest times. Can you explain how (if at all) it has changed 
in Russell's view. 
Q8. In light of the current low interest rate environment, how is the investments being managed especially 
the portion of the investment in fixed income instruments? is the company thinking of alternative 
instrument or reduction in fixed income instruments in order to enhance returns to investors? 

A7-8. In our view the low interest rate environment is here to stay for the foreseeable future. This needs to be 
taken into account when managing members assets on a multi-asset/diversified basis. We need to consider 
things on a number of different levels. What is the expected return from these assets and what do they bring to 
the table. In the COVID environment, bonds and cash provided the stability in returns that we were looking for, 
but their expected return going forward is low.  
The opportunities that we identified and took advantage of during COVID were making the fixed income assets 
'work harder'. We saw good return opportunities in extended credit sectors,. We already have a sizeable 
exposure to alternatives such as Australian unlisted infrastructure and unlisted property which provide the 
balance to the equity risk that we need to take to meet our return objectives. All asset classes will be 
considered in isolation but importantly in aggregate. The end result will be diversified portfolios that are 
expected to meet the return targets with a diversified exposure of assets and strategies. 

Q9. How are the main diversified funds (Balanced, Growth) performing against their respective peer groups 
(Chant West surveys) after fees, and can you provide some commentary on peer relative performance 
outcomes. 

A9. The main diversified funds have a good long-term track record relative to peers in the respective peer 
groups noted. Over more recent years the diversified funds have underperformed peer medians as some of the 
strategies and exposures taken within the underlying equity funds have yet to pay off. We continue to hold 
these positions with conviction and are seeing positive momentum in returns coming through in the last 3 
months.  

Q10. What do Russell intend to do in the future to react against Stockmarket crashes causes by events similar 
to COVID in the future to prevent superannuation losses? 
Q11. In the aftermaths of the COVID pandemic how do you see short- mid and long term investment returns 
to play out and what changes to strategy do you see? 
Q12. I am aware the COVID-19 has impacted on members investment earnings however I would like to know 
what are your plans & strategies to improve the earnings for rest of the year & going forward? 
Q13. In March considerable value was wiped from our Investment Accounts.  Since that time recovery has 
been modest at best.  What factors does the board see that will improve growth rates over the next say 24 
months. 

A10-13. The diversified options in the RIMT seek to provide a diversified exposure to multiple asset classes, 
managers and investment strategies that are expected in aggregate to achieve the stated return objectives. The 
nature of investments is that if you require return then risk must be taken which opens up the potential for 
downturns. The key is for investors (members or managers) to take the appropriate degree of risk.  
We continually review the investment strategies employed in our funds to ensure they incorporate our best 
ideas for meeting their objectives over the short, medium and long-term. As has been seen through the most 
recent crisis the fall was sharp but the bounce was also significant (with many markets trading above their pre-
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covid levels). As such holding firm to the strategic asset allocations versus trying to ‘time the market’, was the 
correct course of action. 
The recovery has been led primarily by the government support for economies and the low interest rates being 
set by central banks. Indeed, it’s the factors that have enabled the recovery that are most likely to drive growth 
in markets over the next 24 months.  

Q14. In 5 years the ASX has grown up to 500% faster than these funds just shown. How has Russell 
performed so poorly? What are you doing to improve and do better than the ASX? 

A14. The ASX is a 100% equity exposure so can only be compared to the Australian Equity option that was 
displayed during the presentation. Also, the returns we illustrated at the Annual Member Meeting were net of 
fees and tax and therefore not comparable to the ASX which is gross (i.e. not including the impact of fees or 
tax).  
The diversified funds illustrated are targeting growth asset exposure considerably lower than 100% equities e.g. 
the defensive PST maintains around 30% growth assets (i.e. equities). 
As such, none of the funds illustrated should be compared to the ASX returns. Where we have exposure to 
Australian equities we seek to outperform the index/market through active management. Over the last 5 years 
to 30/11/2020 the fund underlying the Australian Equity option illustrated has outperformed the index on a 
gross of fees basis. 

Q15. How to you factor climate change risk into your investment strategies? 
Q16. How is the investments funds view on climate change evolving and what changes are planned to 
support long term sustainable environmental choices 
Q17. The federal government continues to disappoint in relation to taking action to limit the impacts of 
Climate Change. Their Roadmap to Recovery Plan favours gas above renewables. Can you please provide 
response detailing Russell Investment response to the this document/policy and a full breakdown of all 
investments in existing or future gas companies/infrastructure? 

A15-17. We at Russell Investments believe that Environmental, Social and Governance (or ESG) factors 
influence share prices. They have done so already and will continue to do so. We take into account those 
factors when creating the asset allocation strategy itself and also when selecting shares and bonds etc. For a 
number of years we have integrated consideration of ESG factors into our research of investment managers, 
and we're in turn looking for them to consider factors like the impact of climate change for example, when 
developing their portfolios when it makes sense to do so.  
We also have a climate change policy that is available to view and download from our website, and have 
information available that allows us to view the carbon footprint of any equity fund we manage and make 
better investment decisions. We also understand that members may wish to make investment decisions 
themselves based on these factors and have (two) Responsible Investing options available within the Master 
Trust. 

Q18. Russell has an attractive Australian tracker product with economical fees. The International Equity 
Products are all more actively managed than I'm looking for. Can we at least have the option please? 

A18. There is a passive international shares option for hedged and unhedged exposure. They are named Third 
Party Indexed Global Shares. 

Q19. Continuing on the topic of ESG, the ESG fund has relatively higher fees than that of equities. What is 
driving the higher fees? 

A19. The underlying third party product that was originally utilised to provide the active ESG exposure has high 
underlying management fees. The Trustee is aware that the fees for this option are higher than other options 
and is investigating options in which to provide a more economical solution. 

Q20. Very distressed to learn about the recent actions taken by Rio Tinto to destroy the Juukan Gorge Cave 
system and 46,000 years of indigenous heritage. Can you please provide full disclosure of Russell 
Investments interests/exposures to the Rio Tinto Group? 

A20. Rio Tinto is a relatively large weight in the Australian market (c2.2%) and is therefore held by many of our 
underlying Australian equity fund managers.  Our exposure to all stocks vary through time as our portfolio 
manager views change with new information, with regard to Rio Tinto we are currently underweight the 
Australian benchmark weighting noted above.    
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When deciding to invest in a company, the underlying fund managers assess ESG risks alongside the investment 
thesis and economic rationale as part of their fundamental stock selection process. Managers engage with 
companies and maintain dialogue in a way that aligns with their view of the risks associated with the activities 
that companies are involved in.    For example, one of our Australian equity managers has been highly engaged 
with Rio Tinto regarding the Juukan Gorge Caves incident. As a result of this incident, the manager has also had 
discussions with other companies that could potentially be exposed to a similar controversy of damaging 
archaeological or culturally significant sites.  More widely Russell also uses our proxy voting and engagement 
activities to ensure our Funds’ positions are used constructively.    

Q21. What is our return for this year? Thanks 

A21. The returns for your chosen investment options is detailed in your Annual Member Statement, which will 
be sent to you before the end of the year, if you haven’t already received it. You can also view your most recent 
returns and account details via your online member centre account. Alternatively, the general investment 
performance page on our website shows returns for 1 month, up to 5 years and since the inception of each 
investment option. 

Q22. Given the current volatility is now a good time to convert from cash to an investment choice while in 
your mid-50’s? 

A22. Investors in their 50s still have a long period until they retire, and potentially an even longer retirement.  
As such, sizable gains can be made by investing for that period, with the benefit of enhancing your lifestyle in 
retirement. Especially relative to cash which is going to give you no return over the foreseeable future.  
Members have access to over the phone advice (at no cost) to determine the best investment option for their 
circumstances. 
Members can also explore the GoalTracker investment option which varies the degree of growth assets 
exposure as investors near retirement.    

Q23. Value for money should focus on returns over services I hope. What is happening to become the highest 
return fund to fit the higher than average fees charged? 

A23. We understand the importance of strong investment returns. Over the long term the highest return fund 
is likely to be the fund that takes the highest investment risk. Over 85% of investment returns come from the 
decisions about what type of assets to invest in (e.g. shares, property, infrastructure, bonds, cash) over the long 
term.  
That’s why we launched GoalTracker so we could help members into an investment strategy that has the 
appropriate level of risk for the circumstances that they have told us about. We believe that taking the right 
level of investment risk will deliver commensurate investment returns and help members achieve their goals. 
We also seek to increase returns further through the pursuit of added value from active management (beating 
market indexes). We judiciously use the fees that we charge to find managers that we believe will add to 
member returns which, when rolled up over a typical member investment horizon, will added significant value 
in excess of fees. 

Q24. I don't work anymore, I would like to reduce my insurance cover if I was injured at work, how do I go 
about reducing those costs? 

A24. It’s worth noting that insurance cover through super covers you 24/7, and not just while you are at work.  
You are able to cancel your insurance cover at any time by completing an Insurance Request Form, available at 
russellinvestments.com.au/form or by calling us on 1800 555 667. If you do cancel your cover and later decide 
that you would like insurance reinstated, you will need to reapply for cover and go through the underwriting 
process, after which the insurer will decide whether to accept your application.  

Q25. Why does it take so long to produce the annual report each year? 
Q26. Why does it take so long to receive ones Annual Statement? We are at the end of September and it has 
still not been received. I note that the previous Statement was not received until 29th November 2019, a full 
5 months from the end 
Q27. Statements are available 3 month delayed! I would like a balance sheet to be shown similar to a bank 
statement with all relevant credits, fees, debits etc. booked, accumulated and shown for the relevant period 
of time. This should be available on the dashboard 

A25-27. Annual statements are a personalised document for each member of the fund. They are also 
individually subject to a robust data checking process to ensure that the correct information on all transaction 
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listings like contributions, investment earnings, debits, insurance coverage and more has been captured 
correctly as at 30 June each year. 
For defined benefit (DB) members, there are additional checks required including liaising with employers to 
confirm if there have been changes to salary information or service fractions (for part time employees), as 
these two data points impact the benefit formula and the accrued membership period. On top of this, actuarial 
checks need to be completed for DB members. 
Not all of the annual statements are distributed at exactly the same time, and we do this to manage the 
increase in members enquiries for our call centre teams to respond to. 
Importantly, our online member centres and helplines can provide members with access to benefit quotations 
and transaction details year round, as well as any recent annual statements.  

Q28. Why is your IT so out of date, slow, cumbersome. Your mobile app was "offline" for almost a year. Your 
site often requires multiple logons. I rate it a 2 out 10 at best and potentially a reason to move elsewhere. 

A28. We understand the frustration that comes from interacting with slow, outdated and non-user-friendly 
websites and apps. In response, we acknowledge past issues in these areas but in 2017 and 2018 we 
committed significant resources and invested heavily in upgrading and modernising several back-end systems 
to lay the foundation for the future.  
The upgrade of these systems meant we had to take the current mobile app down for a period of time in 2018. 
However, these upgrades to the core foundation have allowed us to build a more modern user interface and 
integrate the GoalTracker personalised member experience and investment strategy. These enhancements 
wouldn’t have been possible without making those systems updates. We acknowledge that more recently 
there was a problem with a small number of internet browsers failing to recognise the login and members 
needed to login a second time on a different screen. This has now been rectified. 
We believe the usability issues have been addressed and we  encourage members to log onto our enhanced 
website and check out the new user-friendly dashboard where you can see at a glance all of the key 
information you need to know. Plus, you can access all the GoalTracker tools. We’re also very close to 
launching our brand new Apple and Android mobile apps. We understand that in this day and age technology is 
the “face” of our company to our members, so we will continue to invest to keep improving the user 
experience incrementally from now on.  

Q29. Can Management give any assurance that the long and major problems experienced by Members, when 
your new Website was released, will not be repeated in the future? 

A29. The issue you have referenced here relates to the transition of our administration system to a new 
platform in 2018. This was a large and complex transition involving the move of member data, systems, 
processes, the website and more across the whole fund. There were, as could be expected with a project of this 
size and complexity, some issues experienced by our members along the way, and we apologise for any 
inconvenience. 
The good news is that the project was undertaken so we could benefit from process efficiencies and to future-
proof the system for any enhancements down the track, and with this transition completed a couple of years 
ago now, we won’t be undertaking a significant move of the administration system at any point in the 
foreseeable future. 

Q30. Can your Member Services/ Marketing Dept. explain why Russell continues to effectively levy a loyalty 
tax on its members by offering incentives for members to consolidate super into Russell, in such a way as to 
exclude members who have already done so? 

A30. We’re focused on helping our members to engage and take positive action with their super. We work 
towards that objective in a number of ways, including the use of a variety of engagement approaches, of which 
incentives makes up a very small part. 
When it comes to consolidation, our experience is that it’s often in the too-hard-basket even for members who 
have been with Russell Investments for many years. We use incentives in a small number of campaigns, as a 
way to motivate members to take more notice of their super and take action. 
It’s also worth noting that we offer all of the following to members at no cost, to drive engagement - phone 
based advice, meetings with our retirement consultant, workplace seminars and webinars, outbound calls, 
education magazines, and mobile apps.  
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Incentives have also been offered to motivate other actions such as confirming contact details or responding to 
a member survey or request for feedback, so most members will have had an opportunity to potentially benefit 
from an incentive at some point. 

Q31. When will the Android version of app is going to be ready? 

A31. We’re excited to be launching the enhanced iOS and new Android apps with a better user experience 
early next year. 

Q32. How will we be able to measure the performance of each investment option now with GoalTracker 
introduction, where it's personalised investment? 

A32. Members who are invested in the GoalTracker options are able to see their personal investment value 
reflecting their own personal investment strategy by logging into the website or on their annual statement. 
Of course, superannuation is about achieving the lifestyle you would like to live in retirement. So how 
investment performance is helping you get or stay on track for that lifestyle is what’s really important.  
For younger members GoalTracker will look to grow your retirement income by investing in assets that might 
have negative returns from time to time. But the time you have to retirement means those negative returns 
are unlikely to have a big impact on how you are tracking towards your goal. 
As you get closer to retirement the ups and downs of investment markets will make more of a difference to 
how you are tracking towards your goal. So getting the right level of risk is more important. 

Q33. Is the goal tracker mainly for Superannuation? What about investments outside Super? Can this be 
included in the tracker to see the whole picture? What about your spouses Super & investments? 

A33. GoalTracker is about managing your superannuation to achieve a desired lifestyle in retirement. At this 
stage GoalTracker is only able to manage the investment that you have in your superannuation account with 
us.  
It does allow you to provide us with information on other assets you might have outside, if those assets are 
going to be used to help provide for your retirement lifestyle so we get a better picture of how you are tracking 
towards your goal. It doesn’t provide advice on, or consider, investments that you might have for other 
purposes. 
Over time we expect to enhance the GoalTracker to allow you to provide more information. But the advice 
available through GoalTracker Plus will always be limited to specific areas and not intended to replace a full 
financial plan. 

Q34. What is the expectation from GoalTracker Plus, I mean by percentage, how much would be the 
difference in comparison to GoalTracker? 

A34. The difference between GoalTracker Plus and GoalTracker is that we are investing based on your personal 
circumstances that you have told us about rather than, in part, on assumptions that we have made about you. 
Better information should lead to a better outcome, but that better outcome might be a lower risk of negative 
returns that you can’t afford rather than a higher percentage in investment returns.  

Q35. As I have recently retired will I still be able to make self contributions & if so is there a limit per year? 

A35. Current rules allow you to contribute a yearly maximum of $100,000 non-concessional (after tax) 
contributions to superannuation while aged below age 67 (from age 67 to 74 years of age you are required to 
meet the “work test” to be eligible to make contributions into superannuation) provided you have not 
exceeded $1.6 million in your total superannuation account/s (measured using the opening balance on 1st July 
each year).  
You may also utilise the Bring Forward rule which allows you, if under age 65, to contribute up to three years’ 
worth of after-tax contributions without exceeding the limit, this uses the next two years caps. Maximum Bring 
Forward amounts reduce based on your total superannuation balance as follows: 

o $300,000 - Balance below 1.4 million dollars 
o $200,000 - Balance between 1.4 million and 1.5 million dollars 
o $100,000 - Balance between 1.5 million and 1.6 million dollars 
o Nil for balances above 1.6 million dollars 

Please note that the Bring Forward rule is subject to change and is currently before parliament to allow the 
rule to be used up to age 67, which has been delayed due to COVID-19.  
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Concessional (pre-tax) contributions of up to $25,000 can be made regardless of balance size to age 67 (from 
age 67 to 74 years of age you are required to meet the “work test” to be eligible to make contributions into 
superannuation). 
Also, to note, “Downsizer” and “Carry forward” rules allow additional means of adding to superannuation. 

Q36. What is going to happen to my already contributed super now that I am not working? 

A36. Your superannuation will continue to stay in your superannuation account and remain invested.  
Depending on your age, you may choose to begin to access your superannuation. If you have met preservation 
age and are no longer working or you have retired, you could access superannuation via lump sum from your 
accumulation account or alternatively via a superannuation Pension account.  A superannuation pension 
account provides you with regular, tax free (if you are older than 60), payments to your chosen bank account. 
Your investment returns are also tax free in a superannuation Pension account when you are older than age 60. 

Q37. Can you tell us how many members logged in to watch the presentation? I for one found it very 
interesting. 

A37. There were 206 unique users who viewed the Annual Member Meeting on Tuesday 10th November. 

Q38. Who is on "our" board. CSR reps? 

A38. There are currently six directors on the TRM Board.  There are no employer representatives on the TRM 
Board.  The directors are: 

• James (Jim) O’Connor – Chair   

• Michael Gordon – Chair of the Investment Committee  

• Alexis Dodwell - Chair of the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee and the Remuneration & 
Nominations Committee  

• Marian Carr  

• Keith Knapman  

• Patricia Montague  

Q39. What makes Russell Investments stand out from their competitors? 

A39. Primarily, we believe it is our personalised, goal-based approach to super. We encourage members to 
focus on tangible things like ‘what lifestyle they want in retirement’, which not only makes super real for them, 
but also helps us to build their super around them with GoalTracker.  
This is a totally new approach to super for the Australian market and something no other fund can offer at this 
point. 
Our focus on member services also helps us to stand out – including offering our members access to a range of 
advice options (often at no cost to them) to help guide them throughout their working life and into retirement. 
 

Q40. Who owns Russell Investments? 

A40. Russell Investments ownership group is composed of a majority stake held by funds managed by TA 
Associates, with minority stakes held by funds managed by Reverence Capital Partners and Russell Investments’ 
management. 

Q41. How do I access the fund when I'm in NZ? 

A41. Members of Russell Investments Master Trust must adhere to the following conditions outlined below in 
order to rollover their superannuation benefits to a KiwiSaver Scheme as per the new Trans-Tasman Portability 
Scheme with New Zealand.  
In order to proceed with the transfer, the following requirements must be met: 
- You must request a transfer of the whole balance (partial transfers are not permitted); 
- You must have emigrated permanently to New Zealand; 
- You must be able to provide the Trustee with a Commonwealth of Australia statutory declaration stating that 
you have permanently emigrated to New Zealand, and proof of residence at an address in NZ; 
- You must have opened a KiwiSaver account; 
  - You must be able to provide the KiwiSaver scheme's name and account number to which the benefit is to be 
paid; 
- You must provide evidence that the KiwiSaver scheme will accept the payment. 
There are a number of forms that you must complete and send to your KiwiSaver fund to complete this 
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rollover. 
If you are suffering from financial hardship, please see the answer to the question below on that topic for some 
general information and you can also contact us directly for further information.  

Q42. Can I access some money as hardship payment? 

A42. If you are suffering severe financial hardship, you may be eligible to apply to have some funds released to 
you. To be eligible to claim under the financial hardship provisions, you must: 

• have been receiving an eligible Centrelink income support payment for at least 26 weeks; and 

• satisfy the Trustee that you are unable to meet reasonable and immediate family living expenses. 
If you qualify for a financial hardship payment, up to $10,000 before tax may be released to you. Only one 
hardship payment may be made every 12 months. 
The Government also announced that members meeting certain criteria would be able to apply for up to 
$10,000 for the 2020-2021 financial year as a COVID-19 financial assistance measure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Issued by Total Risk Management Pty Ltd ABN 62 008 644 353, AFSL 238790 (TRM).This document provides general information 

only and has not been prepared having regard to your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making an investment 

decision, you need to consider whether this information is appropriate to your objectives, financial situation and needs. The 

information has been compiled from sources considered to be reliable, but is not guaranteed. Past performance is not a reliable 

indicator of future performance. TRM is the trustee of the Russell Investments Master Trust ABN 89 384 753 567 and the issuer 

of the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) for the Russell Investments Master Trust.  Nationwide Super and Resource Super are 

Divisions of the Russell Investments Master Trust. Russell Investments Financial Solutions Pty Ltd ABN 84 010 799 041, AFSL 

229850 (RFS) is the provider of the financial product advice via GoalTracker Plus. The PDS can be obtained from Russell 

Investments by phoning 1800 555 667 or by visiting russellinvestments.com.au, and for Nationwide Super by phoning 1800 025 

241 or by visiting nationwidesuper.com.au/pds. Any potential investor should consider the latest PDS in deciding whether to 

acquire, or to continue to hold, an investment in any Russell Investments product. TRM and RFS are part of Russell Investments. 

Russell Investments or its associates, officers or employees may have interests in the financial products referred to in this 

document by acting in various roles including broker or adviser, and may receive fees, brokerage or commissions for acting in 

these capacities. In addition, Russell Investments or its associates, officers or employees may buy or sell the financial products as 

principal or agent.  
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